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About This Content

In Lonesome Road you are contacted by the original Courier Six, a man by the name of Ulysses who refused to deliver the
Platinum Chip at the start of Fallout: New Vegas. Ulysses promises the answer as to why he didn’t take the job,but only if you
make one last journey into the hurricane-swept canyons of the Divide, a landscape torn apart by earthquakes and violent storms.

It's up to you whether you take the job or not.
The road to the Divide is a long and treacherous one, and of the few to ever walk the road, none have ever returned. Is finding
answers to your own past worth the risk? Bring all your gear, all your weapons, but leave your companions behind...this is one

road you must walk alone.

Key Features:

New Terrain - Travel through the tortured landscape of the Divide, a wrecked locale torn apart by storms and
earthquakes to find Ulysses, the original Courier Six. Shattered canyons, abandoned missile silos, military bases, and
destroyed cityscapes await.

New Enemies - Take on the Tunnelers, the vicious Marked Men, and Ulysses himself!

New Weapons - As you make this treacherous journey you’ll have a series of new weapons at your disposal, including
the ‘Red Glare’ Rocket Launcher, a Laser Detonator that can be used to set off abandoned warheads scattered throughout
the environment, and a variety of Pre-War ordinance including Flare Guns, Satchel Charges, and Shoulder-Mounted
Machine Guns.
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New Perks - Lonesome Road increases the level cap by 5 and includes an array of new perks and recipes such as Auto-
Inject Stimpaks, Bitter Drink and Snakebite Tourniquet.
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Difficult game with great sense of humor and short levels. This is all I need from a platform game. Really good job!. Good
escape room with friends. Not too hard, but a lot of fun to have. Not too many of them here, so hoping for some new maps and
such.. great game. the puzzles were easy. most hidden object games were easy. a couple of items were a little hard to find. The
most relaxing game among NEXT series.. quot;Free" game, it is NOT free. You get one sample round, which is garbage. And I
am not saying that because I dislike Trump, because I am a Trump supporter. But this game is not worth playing. It is a 5 minute
cheap knockoff of the original Paper Mario games. And if you want to play more than one battle of this garbge, you will need to
spend $2. Don't even bother getting this, even as a joke.. If you are a fan of TWD , the game is fun but definitely not one of the
best .... Oldie but great fun!!. Better than most of the Indie RPG games.. Your job is to fix a clock. You end up time travelling
back and forth and fixing a family (and the clock, which is actually a time machine). A fairly simple game with minimal buttons
and a good story. The music is lovely and the art is pixely goodness. Lots of time travelling references in the form of pictures on
the wall. Two hours very well spent!
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Did my part! Next one with Camp Followers feature PLEASE!!!. It's pretty polished for Early Access, but there aren't that
many questions except for the classical Quiz.. It takes roughly 2 hours to complete the game. (But then again I heard it's just the
first instalment of a series, so I'm looking forward to the next one.) The puzzles are challenging and some need a bit of thinking
to get done. You do need to go back and forth and have to do quite some looking around.
I appreciate the hint button although you do not really need it.
It's a nice story.
I really really enjoyed the music.

Overall:
+ Artwork
+ puzzles
+ music

- crashes a lot
- pretty short. This soundtrack is literally one of the best soundtracks in all of indie gaming.

So do pick that up. Then immediately delete the game from your hard drive.. Game is boring af. The ending makes you go like
"wait wtf" and just sh*t in general. Don't buy. I T A I N T M E. This is a neat little game. It has a few areas where I would like
to see some aspects added, maybe a global scoreboard and multiplayer is always a plus. Aesthetically, the holes look very nice
and the gameplay is really intuitive to figure out.

I managed to get through both courses in about 45 minutes, granted I would need significantly more practice to reach par on
even the easy course, but I hope they have one or two more courses planned and a few more nifty mechanics to keep it
interesting.

That said, I spent more for lunch today and I ate it faster than the time I put into this, so well worth the entertainment.. 1h30
hour of fun. good relaxing song. good variation of puzzle types. but warning it has just about 80 puzzles. Have played all the
prior works of scriptwelder, was not dissapointed with Don't Escape 4 neither, loved the subtle refrences to older Don't Escape
games.. This is a sequel that does what the original game did gameplay-wise, only better and slightly more refined in every way.
The story runs parallel to the first game through the perspective of Hartsock, one of Baker's squadmates from the original game,
and while the sotry is not as hard hitting and the characters aren't as interesting as in the original, the squadmate deaths are still
some of the most powerful I've experienced in a game to date, arguably more powerful than in the first game (still with little to
no character development, surprisingly). The tactical squad-based gameplay is still probably the best of any WW2 shooter to
date, ignoring its sequel which improved on the same formula even more.
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